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The Role of EDD
• EDD established in 2009
• Core mandates:
– Identify priorities for job creation, inclusive growth and
industrialisation
– Support alignment of the state around implementation
– Oversee and provide strategic direction to development finance
institutions
– Provide strategic direction on competition policy and trade
administrative matters through oversight of regulatory bodies
(competition authorities and International Trade Administration
Commission)

Context of our work
• Global growth rates continue to be lackluster and the policy
environment is more uncertain, with the rise of economic nationalism
• African growth rates slowed down, with Nigeria entering a recession,
Angolan growth rates falling sharply and Egypt approaching the IMF
for assistance
• Slower continental growth began to impact on SA exports of
manufactured goods to its fastest growing market
• Domestic growth was slow during the past year, estimated at [0,3]%
and is projected to be around 1,2% for 2017
• SA experienced its biggest drought in generations, which impacted
on agricultural output
• Employment growth slowed down during 2016

Global and BRICS Growth Trends
The global economy is expected to grow by 3.4% in 2017 and 3.6% in 2018
Advanced economies, after growing by only 1.6% in 2016, are expected to grow by 1.9% in 2017 and
2.0% in 2018
Sub-Saharan Africa struggled in 2016 due to weak economic performance by both Nigeria and South
Africa: the forecasted recovery in 2017 and 2018 depends on their economic fortunes improving
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For South Africa’s partners in BRICS, the picture remains uneven: Brazil and Russia are struggling,
whilst Indian and Chinese growth remains strong
BRICS Partners’ Growth Performance and Forecasts (2015-2018)
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Context of our work
• Provincial jobs performance and its impact on overall
development, including of poorer regions
• Addressing the triple challenges of poverty, inequality
and unemployment in framework of radical economic
transformation
• Aligning public agencies and regulators to the national
vision
• Working with social partners to achieve inclusive growth
and developmental outcomes
• In contributing to addressing the economic challenges
faced by the country, EDD has planned a number of
interventions through our 3 programmes

The role of the Strategic Plan and APP
• The Strategic Plan lays out the department’s key objectives
and tasks over the current administration. We are in the 3rd of the 5
year plan
• The APP is a 1 year implementation plan (2017/18)
for the departmental strategic plan, which in turn implements the MTSF
• The APP sets annual targets and aims to enhance
implementation and accountability

Overview of the Annual Performance Plan
 3rd year of EDD’s Strategic Plan 2015/16 – 2019/20
 Seek effective

ways of producing quality products and

impact
 In implementing the APP we will prioritise:

 Smart use of resources to attain maximum value for money
 Enhanced coordination and partnerships in the
State including EDD drawing on resources across the public sector
to help achieve its goals (e.g. MOU with Wits and UJ)

 Improved partnerships with business and labour
 A strong focus on economic transformation through our
work and our KPIs

Overview of the Annual Performance Plan
• This presentation sets out the details of the Department’s KPIs and
products or outputs.
• We have set ourselves an ambitious task – we have
– 3 programmes to organise the Department around

– 6 strategic objectives to provide direction
– 23 KPIs to give effect to the strategic objectives and

– 180 products/ outputs from the KPIs.
• Through this work we have aligned the work of EDD with the various
policy and budget frameworks of government as a whole, including to the
MTSF, and the SONA 9 Point Plan.

The 14 outcomes of the MTSF
The outcomes of the MTSF are as follows:
1. Quality basic education
2. A long and healthy life for all South Africans
3. All people in South Africa are and feel safe
4. Decent employment through inclusive growth
5. A skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive growth path
6. An efficient, competitive and responsive economic infrastructure
network
7. Vibrant, equitable, sustainable rural communities contributing towards
food security for all
8. Sustainable human settlements and improved quality of household life
9. Responsive, accountable, effective and efficient local government
10. Protect and enhance our environmental assets and natural resources
11. Create a better South Africa and contribute to better Africa and better world
12. An efficient, effective and development-oriented public service
13. A comprehensive, responsive and sustainable social protection system
14. A diverse, socially cohesive society with a common national identity

The SONA 9 Point Plan
• The 9 Point Plan:
1. Resolving the energy challenges
2. Revitalising the agriculture and agro-processing value chain
3. Advancing beneficiation and adding value to mineral wealth
4. More effective implementation of IPAP
5. Encouraging private sector investment
6. Moderating workplace conflict
7. Unlocking potential of SMME, co-ops and township and rural
enterprises potential
8. Cross cutting areas to reform, boost and diversify the economy,
such as the water and sanitation infrastructure
9. Growing the ocean economy and tourism

Programmes and Strategic objectives

Programme 1:
Admin

• Strategic objective 1: To ensure good governance in the administration
of the Department

Programme 2:
Growth and
Jobs Drivers

• Strategic objective 2: Coordinate jobs drivers and implementation of
the New Growth Path economic strategy in support of the National
Development Plan
• Strategic objective 3: Facilitate social dialogue and implementation of
social accords

Programme 3:
Investment,
Competition &
Trade

• Strategic objective 4: Coordinate infrastructure development and
strengthen its positive impact on the economy and citizens
• Strategic objective 5: Promote productive investment, industrial
financing and entrepreneurship for jobs and inclusive growth
• Strategic objective 6: Promote competition, trade and economic
regulation in support of job creation, industrialisation and economic
inclusion

2 KPIs (2 Products)

3 KPIs (18 Products)

3 KPIs (7 Products)

6 KPIs (114 Products)
5 KPIs (26 Products)

4 KPIs (13 products)
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Strategic Objective 1

Strategic objective 1: To ensure good governance in the administration of
the Department
There are 2 KPIs for this objective:
1. Audit Opinion obtained in respect of the previous financial year
2. G&A MPAT level obtained for previous year
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KPI 1
KPI 1: Audit Opinion obtained in respect of the previous financial year
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

Unqualified Audit Opinion

Unqualified Audit Opinion

Unqualified Audit Opinion

In the current financial year the following product is to be achieved:

Q3
Unqualified Audit Opinion
Note to KPI 1: In order to achieve this outcome, the Department is expected to systematically address
concerns and weaknesses identified in preceding years’ audit reports and maintain high standards in all
other areas
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KPI 2
KPI 2: G&A MPAT level obtained for previous year
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

Level two obtained for G&A
by MPAT

Level three obtained for G&A
by MPAT

Level three obtained for G&A
by MPAT

In the current financial year the following product is to be achieved:
Q1
Level two obtained for G&A
by MPAT

Note to KPI 2: In order to achieve this outcome, the Department is expected to systematically address
scores lower than the target identified in the preceding year’s (G&A) MPAT and maintain the target or
higher scores
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Strategic Objective 2

Strategic objective 2: Coordinate jobs drivers and implementation of the
New Growth Path (NGP) economic strategy in support of the National
Development Plan
There are 3 KPIs for this objective, addressing:
1. Analytical and public policy on socio-economic development and
NGP
2. NGP jobs drivers and coordination structures
3. Support provided to provinces
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KPI 3
KPI 3: Number of analytical and public policy advocacy reports on socio-economic
development and the NGP produced
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Reports

4 Reports

4 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

1 Report

1 Report

Note to KPI 3: Analytical and public policy advocacy reports addresses the broader policy areas in the NGP
and may consist of:
a. Research on policy areas of the NGP/ socio-economic development;
b. Records of advocacy efforts by the Ministry, department or agencies through their interaction with
companies, business forums, chambers of industry, trade unions etc; or
c. Report on prices of administered/ wage goods as well as early warning system to monitor same
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KPI 4
KPI 4: Number of reports on NGP jobs drivers and coordination structures
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Reports

4 Reports

4 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

2 Reports

Note to KPI 4: A report, on a jobs driver will reflect:
a. Work undertaken by the Ministry, department and agencies to promote the identified jobs driver, such as
coordination with other departments and coordinating structures in place, promotion of new or existing
investment, engaging sector-stakeholders on jobs and growth, supporting the work of regulators and
DFI’s in the jobs driver; or
b. Research conducted to show progress made within the jobs driver, remaining challenges and how these
will be addressed
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KPI 7
KPI 7: Number of reports on support provided to provinces
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

10 Reports

10 Reports

10 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

8 Reports

Note to KPI 7:10 reports are required. The reports will be as follows:
a. 1 report covering work coordinating economic development initiatives across all the 9 provinces with
national government and shall include all work on MinMecs.
b. 9 reports, being 1 for each province, detailing the actions taken by EDD and its agencies in and with the
province, including aligning their provincial economic development APPs to the national agenda, hosting
meetings with provincial officials, forums with communities, and road shows with public agencies in the
provinces
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Strategic Objective 3

Strategic objective 3: Facilitate social dialogue and implementation of
social accords
There are 3 KPIs for this objective, addressing:
1. The green economy and jobs
2. Employment and entrepreneurship for black women and youth
3. Social dialogue interventions to save and create jobs
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KPI 5
KPI 5: Number of reports on the implementation of the Green Economy Accord
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

2 Reports

2 Reports

2 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

Note to KPI 5: Reports may cover: information on implementation of specific commitments in the Green
Economy Accord (GEA); a specific intervention by government to give effect to the GEA; collate data on
green economy jobs; or formulate specific policy proposals to enable the GEA commitments to be met
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KPI 6
KPI 6: Number of reports on black women and youth with access to employment and
entrepreneurship opportunities
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

3 Reports

3 Reports

3 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

1 Report

Note for KPI 6: Reports will reflect:
1. Actions taken by EDD or at the request of EDD by public or private agencies (in which EDD has a
clearly demonstrated role) which support black youth or women with access to employment or
entrepreneurship;
2. Progress reports containing detailed information on actions taken by the state and social partners to
give effect to the Youth Employment Accord; or
3. Cabinet Memo containing details on the progress of the implementation of the YEA
21

KPI 8
KPI 8: Number of reports on social dialogue interventions to save and create jobs
and reports on implementation of Social Accords
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

2 Reports

3 Reports

4 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

Note for KPI 8: Reports on Social Dialogue interventions will document social dialogue interventions in
which EDD played a role, though meetings or workshops with social partners to consider ways to save
or create jobs or give effect to any of the social accords. These interventions may result in agreements,
MOUs or Action Minutes at workplace and/or sector level; or provide a detailed account of
implementation of one or more Social Accords
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Strategic Objective 4

Strategic objective 4: Coordinate infrastructure development and
strengthen its positive impact on the economy and citizens
There are 6 KPIs for this objective, addressing:
1. Quarterly Cabinet-level progress reports of infrastructure SIPs
2. Infrastructure projects evaluated, unblocked, fast tracked or facilitated
3. Cabinet and PICC strategic decisions on infrastructure implemented
4. PICC meetings held and facilitated
5. Coordination actions to drive implementation of SIP 5 of the National
Infrastructure Plan
6. Initiatives to increase localisation in the infrastructure and
industrialisation programmes
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KPI 9
KPI 9: Number of quarterly Cabinet-level progress reports of infrastructure Strategic
Integrated Projects (SIPs)
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

64 Reports on SIPs

64 Reports on SIPs

64 Reports on SIPs

In the current financial year the following KPIs are to be achieved:
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

16 Reports on SIPs

16 Reports on SIPs

16 Reports on SIPs

16 Reports on SIPs

Note to KPI 9: Cabinet requires detailed dashboards in progress reports of performance to enable the
Executive to carry out its functions and guide the work of the PICC on Strategic Integrated Projects
(SIPs). The targeted 64 reports entail completion of reports for at least 16 of the 18 SIPs every quarter
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KPI 10
KPI 10: Number of infrastructure projects evaluated, unblocked, fast tracked or
facilitated or project assessments completed
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

8 Action Minutes

8 Action Minutes

8 Action Minutes

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:

1 Action Minute

1 Action Minute

1 Action Minute

5 Action Minutes

Note to KPI 10: To support the National Infrastructure Plan, work is undertaken to assess the state of a
project (e.g. through a site visit) or unblock, fast-track, or facilitate the project’s design, approval or
implementation, or develop or apply this system for assessing macro and micro economic costs and
benefits to projects
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KPI 11
KPI 11: Number of Cabinet and PICC strategic decisions on infrastructure
implemented
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Action Minutes

4 Action Minutes

4 Action Minutes

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Annually
4 Action Minutes

Note to KPI 11: An Action Minute is required to document the implementation of a Cabinet or PICC
decision on infrastructure. The quarterly milestone will consist of a report by PICC to the Executive
Authority on the status of the number of Cabinet and PICC decisions to be implemented and progress
thereon
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KPI 12
KPI 12: Number of PICC meetings held and facilitated
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

30 Records of Meetings

30 Records of Meetings

30 Records of Meetings

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

7 Records of Meetings

8 Records of Meetings

7 Records of Meetings

8 Records of Meetings

Note to KPI 12: PICC carries out its mandate through meetings of the PICC Council, Management
Committee, Secretariat, SIP Coordinators and Cabinet. The support work is done through agendas,
briefing packs, site visit reports, technical analysis, strategic and technical recommendations and except
for Cabinet, through convening of meetings
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KPI 13
KPI 13: Number of Coordination actions to drive implementation of SIP 5 of the
National Infrastructure Plan
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Records of Coordination

4 Records of Coordination

4 Records of Coordination

In the current financial year the following KPIs are to be achieved:
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Record of
Coordination

1 Record of
Coordination

1 Record of
Coordination

1 Record of
Coordination

Note to KPI 13: SIP 5 consists of work along the Saldanha –Northern Cape Development Corridor. The
Minister of Economic Development chairs SIP 5. The coordination work undertaken for this purpose
includes site visits and site reports; Ministerial imbizos; press briefings; technical investigations; and
preparation of meeting agendas, reports and minutes. This work is done to support line Ministers to
implement SIP projects according to project time frames and budgets
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KPI 14
KPI 14: Number of reports on initiatives to increase localisation in the infrastructure
and industrialisation programmes, including through the PPPFA, and local supplier
development
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Reports

4 Reports

4 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

2 Reports

Note to KPI 14: It is a strategic goal of government to increase the levels of local manufacture of
components, equipment and rolling-stock related to the National Infrastructure Plan and more broadly,
of any goods currently imported. To give effect to this goal, initiatives of EDD or agencies reporting to it,
ay include market assessments, promotion of specific products for local manufacture, policy reviews
and changes
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Strategic Objective 5

Strategic objective 5: Promote productive investment, industrial
financing and entrepreneurship for jobs and inclusive growth

There are 5 KPIs for this objective, addressing:
1. Investment initiatives facilitated, fast tracked and /or unblocked
2. Industrial finance for township economies
3. Industrial finance available from DFIs and departments and jobs
impact
4. Oversight engagements with the IDC
5. Economic development opportunities identified through infrastructure
projects
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KPI 15
KPI 15: Number of investment initiatives facilitated, fast-tracked and/ or unblocked
3 year plan is as follows:

2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

14 Action Minutes

14 Action Minutes

14 Action Minutes

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved :
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2 Action Minutes

3 Action Minutes

3 Action Minutes

6 Action Minutes

Note to KPI 15: The Action Minute should contain details of the investment project that requires
unblocking/ fast-tracking/ facilitation, the nature of the work, activity as well as the steps taken to resolve
the blockage/ challenge. Examples of actions and work undertaken may vary greatly and include
unblocking access to electricity, water, land, regulatory approvals, funding or technical support
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KPI 16
KPI 16: Number of reports produced on funding allocations on township enterprises by
DFIs and government departments
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

3 Reports

3 Reports

3 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

1 Report

Note to KPI 16: Reports may cover research on aggregate funding efforts by DFI’s/ government
departments including historical levels to establish the baseline; improvements in the baseline towards a
target of 10%; or detail specific case studies of funding in a township or enterprise together with known
or expected impact
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KPI 17
KPI 17: Number of reports on the level and impact of industrial finance by DFIs and
departments
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Reports

4 Reports

4 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved :
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Report

1 Report

1 Report

1 Report

Note to KPI 17: Reports produced by the Department, analysing the level and impact of financing and
incentives or establishing targets for identified jobs drivers and measurable improvements in funding
thereof. The analysis should include impact on employment and companies assisted; development
goals and inclusive growth
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KPI 18
KPI 18: Number of Ministerial or departmental oversight engagements with the IDC
held
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Records of engagements

4 Records of engagements

4 Records of engagements

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Record of
engagement

1 Record of
engagement

1 Record of
engagement

1 Record of
engagement

Note to KPI 18: Strategic and/ or oversight engagements are Ministerial meetings with IDC on its
corporate plan, governance, turnaround times, project performance or investment and development
impact (including support for township economies), as well the support work by the Department on
these areas and feedback provided to the IDC on its performance
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KPI 19
KPI 19: Number of economic development opportunities identified through
infrastructure projects
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

1 Action Minute

1 Action Minute

1 Action Minute

In the current financial year the following product is to be achieved:
Q4
1 Action minute

Note to KPI 19: The Action Minute should contain details of an actual new economic opportunity
facilitated by the Department or a report showing how local businesses benefit from infrastructure
projects. It may also include promotion of off-take agreements by businesses for planned infrastructure
to enable funds to be raised, or partnerships involving the private sector or DFIs
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Strategic Objective 6

Strategic objective 6: Promote competition, trade and economic
regulation in support of job creation, industrialisation and economic
inclusion
There are 4 KPIs for this objective:
1. Strengthening of economic regulators across the state
2. Addressing the abuse of market power through competition actions
3. Ensuring trade authorities and policies support industrialisation and
employment
4. Oversight engagements with trade and competition authorities
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KPI 20
KPI 20: Number of strategic initiatives to enhance the capacity, performance and
outcomes of economic regulators held
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

2 Action Minutes

3 Action Minutes

4 Action Minutes

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q4

1 Action Minute to strengthen regulatory
capacity

1 Action Minute to strengthen regulatory capacity

Note to KPI 20: The Action minute should record the initiative taken to enhance the capacity,
performance or outcomes of economic regulators and may initiatives such as a technical or policy
workshop on capacity; a study-visit to other institutions to identify best-practice and benchmark these
against current performance; changes in legislation or regulations; and production of a technical
document or guidelines on institutional capacity
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KPI 21
KPI 21: Number of reports on initiatives on mergers & acquisitions, market inquiries or
abuse of dominance
3 year plan is as follows:

2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

4 Reports

4 Reports

4 Reports

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q3

Q4

1 Report

3 Reports

Note to KPI 21: Reports should set out the detail of the initiatives and the outcome, which may include
participation in merger proceedings at the Competition Commission, Competition Tribunal or Competition
Appeal Court; negotiating public interest conditions in mergers; producing reports on compliance with
conditions in mergers; interventions to address cartels/ abuse of dominance in the economy; and
participating in Market Inquiries proceedings
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KPI 22
KPI 22: Number of initiatives to ensure trade authorities and policies support
industrialisation and employment
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

2 Action Minutes

2 Action Minutes

2 Action Minutes

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q2

Q4

1 Action Minute

1 Action Minute

Note to KPI 22: The Action Minutes should include the initiative to ensure trade authorities and policies
support industrialisation and employment, and may refer to actions such as; trade directives issued in
terms of legislation; ITAC reviews of tariffs at request of Ministry; issuing of regulations or amendment of
regulations related to trade policy or administration; formulation of amendments of the ITA Act; and
assessment reports on tariff adjustments or the tariff regime for specific sectors including rebates
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KPI 23
KPI 23: Number of Ministerial/ departmental oversight engagements with trade and
competition authorities held
3 year plan is as follows:
2017/2018

2018/2019

2019/2020

5 Records of engagements

5 Records of engagements

5 Records of engagements

In the current financial year the following products are to be achieved:
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1 Record of
engagement

1 Record of
engagement

1 Record of
engagement

2 Records of
engagements

Note to KPI 23: Ministerial oversight of trade and competition authorities covers areas such as discussion
with and finalisation of their APPs, Annual Reports, budgets, as well as monitoring of regulators to be in
compliance with relevant legislative prescripts. This work requires the department to subject the
documentation of regulators to prior scrutiny and comment and to engage the trade and competition
authorities
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Departmental Budget FY 2017/18
Budget for departmental operations for 2017/18 in Rand
millions
 Programme 1: Administration: R80 674m
 Programme 2: Growth Path and Social Dialogue: R35
609m
 Programme 3: Total for Investment Competition and
Trade: R680 954m
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THANK YOU

SIYABONGA
REA LEBOHA!

